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                        From 25 up to 400 kg per batch, TT Roasters have a compact and reliable design. The air convection technologies allow a perfect coffee roasting control, optimizing the thermal efficiency and the flavour development.
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                        From 25 up to 400 kg per batch, TT Roasters have a compact and reliable design. The air convection technologies allow a perfect coffee roasting control, optimizing the thermal efficiency and the flavour development.
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                    Drum Roasting Technology


                    TT Roasters are renowned worldwide for their manufacture quality typical of the Made in Italy tradition, combined with a precise roasting control that allows to reach coffee with a dense and rich aroma. The air convection technology allows a perfect coffee roasting control, optimizing the thermal efficiency and the flavor development.Ranging from 240 up to 1600 kg per hour capacity, TT Roasters allow to meet a wide range of customer requirements. With a compact and reliable design, this model requires a limited layout space and an easy and fast installation on site.

The forced convection of indirect hot air allows to reach coffee with a dense and rich aroma. Particularly suitable for small and medium productions, TT Roasters can be equipped with different systems for the control and management of the roasting profiles. This model requires a limited layout space and an easy and fast installation on site. Green coffee loader and destoner are available in combination with the roaster. On demand, TT Roasters can be fitted with an independent afterburner and a catalytic system.
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            Petroncini TT Roasters Highlights


                					        
            1.

            The roasting process is fully automatic with profile control, temperature setting and roasting cycle in automatic mode

        

									        
            2.

            Available also in TTR Version with Heat Recovery and Air Recirculation systems

        

									        
            3.

            The Roasting technologies guarantee the repeatability of the aroma and roasting recipes

        

									        
            4.

            Drum design guarantees the perfect mixing of the beans

        

				
					        
            5.

            Rapid and uniform cooling in a stainless steel tank

        

									        
            6.

            Complete roasting air management with ajdustable convection/conduction ratio

        

									        
            7.

            Suitable and safe for extremely dark roast

        

									        
            8.

            The materials and the duty manufacturing minimize the heat dispersion, optimizing the thermodynamic cycle and the roasting yield

        

		
				            

        

    
        
    
    
    

            
            
                                    


                    

                    
                                                    
                                
                                    
                                        Traditional or Advance Versions


                                        Available in two different configurations, Traditional and Advanced, OPERA30 is the new operator interface applied to the TTA roaster model. OPERA30 is the ideal partner to have the full control of the roasting process, as the recipe creation and the roasting process monitoring are optimised. OPERA30 allows you to customize recipes and process parameters in a flexible and quick way, obtaining the desired sensory profiles with the guarantee of a perfect repeatability of the product quality over time.

The roasting data and profiles are saved and available at any time within the system, and can be organized in the way you prefer thanks to the Roasting Manager, the new application integrated into OPERA30.
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                                	 	TT60	TT120	TT240	TT400
	
Length (mm)

	3250	4400	6300	7200
	
Width (mm)

	1350	1700	2400	3000
	
Hight (mm)

	2550	3400	3750	3900
	
Batch Size (kg)

	60	120	240	400
	
Capacity (kg/h)

	up to 240	up to 480	up to 960	up to 1600
	
Roasting Time (min)*

	12 – 20	12 – 20	12 – 20	12 – 20


* Roasting Time depends on the type of roasting desired
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        Designed to respond to small scale industrial roasters, the TTG 60 is meant for those who don’t want to give up the pleasure of manually roasting their own coffee. Easy to use, reliable and cost-effective, it offers fully personalisation of the roasting profiles.
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        Modular roasters feature an external heat generation unit which allows superior productivity and layout flexibility. This model can roast up to 720 kg per cycle and include an innovative energy-saving system.
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